
 

 

Mid-Michigan Digital Practitioners 
Fall 2021 Meeting 

Thursday, December 2, 2021, Virtual via Zoom 
Registration: https://bit.ly/mmdp-reg-f21 
As Always, registration for MMDP Meetings is free! 
 
                                             

10:00 AM Welcome and logistics for the day 
10:10 AM  Session 1: Video for Digital Practitioners 

Matthew Wilcox (Michigan State University) - Becoming Familiar with 
Vrecord Open Source Video Capture Software 

Vrecord is open source software designed with audiovisual archivists in mind to 
convert video and audio signals into digital files.  Implementation of this 
software requires some knowledge of working in the command line.  Matthew 
Wilcox will talk about successes and pitfalls he has experienced installing and 
familiarizing himself with Vrecord.  

 

Bryan Whitledge & Nova Moore (Central Michigan University - Libraries 
and Archives Go to Hollywood: Using Video to Maintain Outreach and 
Engagement 

Each year, the Clarke Historical Library works with members of the Central 
Michigan University community who speak languages other than English to 
showcase the library's holding of children's books from around the world. 
Generally, the event is an in-person "read-a-thon." In 2021, things were a little 
different. Bryan Whitledge & Nova Moore will talk about how they created high-
quality recordings of volunteers reading stories... and the tons of pitfalls and 
stumbles they overcame along the way. 

 

11:10 AM  
 

Session 2: LOCKSS, CONTENTdm, Digital Preservation, & 
Collections Access 
Chelsea Denault (Midwest Collaborative for Library Services) - 
Mitigating Risk: the Michigan Digital Preservation Network & LOCKSS 

This presentation will explain how LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keeps Stuff Safe) 
networks function (i.e., use geographically distributed servers or "nodes," which 
constantly poll each other and repair damaged or manipulated content) to 
protect digital content from both natural disasters & human intervention (such 
as ransomware), share information about the international Private LOCKSS 
Network (PLN) community, outline our vision for the MDPN LOCKSS network, 
& share updates re: LOCKSS 2.0 beta1 testing. 

https://bit.ly/mmdp-reg-f21


 

 

Biz Gallo (Library of Michigan) - Non-Library of Michigan Content in 
LoM’s Expanded CONTENTdm Instance 

Starting in 2022, the Library of Michigan will collaborate with Michigan cultural 
and educational institutions (e.g. libraries, museums, historical societies, 
archives, schools, etc.) as well as state and local government agencies to build 
Michigan-themed digital collections through LM’s CONTENTdm instance and 
LMDigital website. The goal is to remove barriers to creating and sharing digital 
collections by providing organizations with the necessary resources. We hope 
that by providing an access platform, training, and infrastructure we can 
encourage digitization and digital preservation of Michigan's historical record. 

   

12:00 PM  
 

Lunch 

12:45 PM Welcome back and MMDP News 
1:00 PM Birds of a Feather 

Ed Busch (Michigan State University) - Michigan Preservica Users 
Discussion 

Join this group of Michigan users (and potential users) of Preservica, a hosted 
tool for digital preservation, to discuss the tools and what folks are doing to 
make the most of Preservica. 

 

Michigan Digital Preservation Network - Advocacy for Digital Cultural 
Heritage Initiatives in Michigan 

If digital preservation and access wasn’t an imperative for cultural heritage 
institutions in the past, it certainly is now and will continue to be in the future. 
Join the discussion about how to reach audiences and increase awareness across 
the state as well as what it will take to secure increased funding and resources for 
the digital work of cultural heritage organizations. 

 

People’s Choice -- Name a topic and we can get a group together to talk 
about it 

1:45 PM  Session 3: Making the Most of Digital Tools for Cultural 
Heritage 
Clayton Hayes (Wayne State University) - Essential but unusable: 
Rehabilitating an aging digital collection 

The WSU libraries inherited an image collection with an accompanying access 
interface of linked PDF maps. I will discuss our efforts using python to extract 
geolocation data in JSON and PHP to translate to geoJSON for implementation 
in a LeafletJS-based interface. 



 

 

Jonathan Kirkwood (Sloan Museum) - A Union of Compromises: 
Merging DACS and PastPerfect 

The Sloan Museum Archives holds many historical collections on Flint, Genesee 
County, and the automotive industry. Past descriptive practices keep it 
something of a hidden gem. The past year saw a successful effort to create an 
effective, if imperfect, union of compromises between the DACS and PastPerfect, 
the museum cataloging software used by the Collections Department. This was 
an iterative process with numerous challenges overcome with theory, practice, 
and testing to achieve success. 

 

Ginny Schneider (Wayne State University) - Wayne State University 
NDSA Family Digital Preservation Project 

Digital photographs, emails, and social media capture cherished conversations, 
gatherings, and memories. Without key digital preservation skills, people risk 
losing valuable information. Wayne State’s NDSA chapter researched various 
user-centered digital preservation methods that would be approachable and 
cost-effective for everyday people. This research was used to develop a website to 
share valuable insights on how to help families preserve their digital 
photographs, emails, and social media. 

 

2:45 PM  Session 4:  
3:30 PM  Session 5: Open Forum 

Bring a question to pose to the collective MMDP membership or bring 
your expertise to answer questions… we’ll share thoughts and ideas to 
make all of us better digital practitioners.  
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